committee for a FREE MOZAMBIQUE

Dear Friends of Mozambique,

We appreciate your response from our September mailing. Your comments and contributions are certainly welcome and give us further encouragement.

We have designed a booklet to introduce people to the Mozambican struggle and it is going to press this week. The booklet will be useful in distribution free or with a slight charge to educate those who are unaware of the struggle in southern Africa. Our button for FRELIMO troops should be ready in a few weeks. The Project Transitor campaign amounts to $367 and we are continuing the campaign till the end of the year.

We are in the process of sending out a large mailing to solicit support and contributions. A new fall program will be a series of political education meetings designed to educate those CFM members and other interested people in the New York area about the U.S. relationship with underdeveloped countries. These meetings will be extremely informal with a common reading assigned to all who attend.

Our Committee has joined the North American Anti-Imperialist Coalition which grew out of a national conference of Third World groups last August. Our joint projects as part of the coalition will be to take part in anti-corporate activities. A speaker's bureau with tapes and movies will also be set up.

This month's News and Notes is a detailed analysis of why the Cabora Bassa project has become such a critical issue in the Mozambican war of independence. We hope you will find it of interest.

a luta continua,

Committee for a Free Mozambique
FRELIMO PRESIDENT CALLS FOR CONTINUED VIGILANCE (From Standard of Tanzania, 9/25/71)

In the seventh anniversary speech Samora M. Machel, President of FRELIMO, reminded the movement's militants and cadres that although their efforts had led the Portuguese to withdraw in certain areas, there should be continued "vigilance and discipline." The enemy actions should be seen as an evacuation of some regions only to intensify its political programs in other sectors. The war is against colonialism, imperialism and exploitation, but the Portuguese are still trying to divide the people by calling it a race war. Machel said there would be continuing advances for the Mozambican people.

OAU DELEGATION PURSUES ANTI-COLONIALIST TRIP (From Standard of Tanzania, 9/22/71)

A delegation led by the President of Mauritania, Moktar Ould Daddah, and including various other African Foreign Ministers, began in the United States with a White House visit to urge NATO countries to provide concrete support for the end of colonization in Africa. President Daddah, the current Chairman of the OAU, and other officials will also visit various NATO countries in Europe. The group began its work with speeches before the current session of the United Nations. The OAU in a statement from Addis Ababa has also accused West Germany, Italy, France, Britain and the Netherlands of providing NATO type Fiat jet fighters to Portugal.

WORLD COUNCIL MAKES GRANTS TO MOVEMENTS AGAIN

The World Council of Churches Program to Combat Racism has again for the second year given monies to aid the humanitarian and educational programs of the movements. $25,000 each went to the PAIGC of Guinea and MPLA of Angola, while $20,000 went to the Mozambique Institute of FRELIMO.

STORMY WELCOME TO SOUTH AFRICAN MP AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Ms. Catherine Taylor, a member of South African parliament and of the United Party of South Africa, visited Northwestern University October 28th. A number of Black Student organizations at Northwestern united and attended en masse her speech. Over 500 black students and a smaller number of whites cheered on speakers opposing Ms. Taylor's views.